ACROSS
1 Delight in getting queen and priest to be quiet (6)
4 Fear inhaling hideous hum from type of cabbage (8)
9 Endlessly understand and subdue Part 2? (6)
10 Coins not beginning to replicate medical examination (8)
12 Gospel, perhaps – one to retain URL of? (8)
13 What to say to photographer in Wensleydale, perhaps? (6)
15 Leave 10 in drawback (4)
16 Dogberry's devout, absorbing English Bible translation, resistant to influence (10)
19 Things to see – or to see with? (10)
20 Be derived from epistemology (4)
23 Current unit a French parent keeps quiet (6)
25 Gone with artist on major road to get meat (8)
27 Instrument put II Duce (Mussolini) initially right out (8)
28 Minister to wit: That’s right! (6)
29 Stress for journalists on river (8)
30 Bear grudge, having posted again (6)

DOWN
1 Master turning up to scripture topless is absurd (7)
2 Sweet drink on the rocks? (9)
3 Erotic 11 in South Yorkshire's capital (6)
5 Bloody unusual! (4)
6 Highly desirable Greek character – tonsor, initially – to remove hair outside (4-4)
7 Overact, turning e-book over (5)
8 Upstate, wearing clothes in drought (7)
11 Fast moving, retaining clothes' leading role (7)
14 Second helping of kidneys – partners tucked in (7)
17 Cut off actress I love madly (9)
18 Dodgy dossier concealing source of Tony's drugs (8)
19 Miss date with type of comedian (5,2)
21 Inspector's ragtime performance (7)
22 Light lamp? (6)
24 Beat origin of 11-plus, maybe? (5)
26 Vegetable on top of ripening fruit (4)

Solution 16,078
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